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Abstract: Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) represent an important class of non-coding RNAs that plays key roles in
regulating the expression of genes in health and disease. Accumulating genetic, experimental, and epidemiological
studies highlight a growing list of lncRNAs that control glucose homeostasis and diabetic pathologies and complications. Through interactions with chromatin, RNA, and protein, lncRNAs modulate chromatin modification, mRNA
stability, microRNA activity, and the function of proteins such as transcription factors. This review highlights emerging concepts in lncRNA-mediated control of glucose homeostasis as well as some of the challenges and therapeutic
opportunities in the pathogenesis of diabetes and its complications.
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The prevalence of diabetes is increasing rapidly
worldwide with more than 90% of the diabetic
population affected by type 2 diabetes (T2D).
Being diabetic puts patients at a greater risk for
cardiovascular diseases. T2D is a multifactorial
disease involving genetic, environmental, and
behavioral components. In particular, emerging
studies have highlighted the importance of
genetic factors in the pathogenesis of T2D [1].
Genomic research has greatly improved our
understanding of the function of the human
genome. Of the 84% of the genome that is transcribed, only 2% codes for proteins, whereas
the vast majority is transcribed as non-coding
RNAs; these include long non-coding RNAs
(lncRNAs), microRNAs, and others [2, 3].
LncRNAs account for much of this pervasive
transcription, yet the functions of most lncRNAs
remain undiscovered. Nevertheless, the link
between genetically controlled expression of
large intergenic non-coding RNAs (lincRNAs)
and human disease has been established [4,
5]. Many disease-associated genetic variants
affect lincRNA expression levels in a tissuespecific manner. GWAS studies have identified
a large number of disease-associated single

nucleotide polymorphisms. Only a fraction of
these variations are located within protein-coding genes, while a majority (93%) maps to noncoding regions [6, 7]. In another study, the
authors found that there are about 91,000
genes in the human transcriptome - with
58,000 genes being classified as lncRNAs and
3,900 lncRNAs overlapping with diseaseassociated gene variants [8]. Indeed, lncRNAs
are emerging as critical regulators of tissue
physiology and human disease. In this review,
the roles of lncRNAs in the regulation of glucose
homeostasis and diabetic pathologies are
summarized.
Long non-coding RNAs
LncRNAs are non-coding transcripts larger than
200 nucleotides in length without protein-coding capacity [9, 10]. Many lncRNAs have multiple exons and are subjected to alternative splicing to generate isoforms. Compared to proteincoding transcripts, lncRNAs are shorter with
fewer exons and are expressed at 10-fold lower
levels on average [11-13]. Meanwhile, lncRNAs
display a higher degree of tissue- and cell-specific expression [11]. LncRNA sequences also
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often contain retrotransposon sequences and
tandem repeat elements [14, 15]. Though
lncRNAs show little sequence or motif conservation across species [10, 11], this does not
imply a lack of function [16]. The conserved
secondary structure of lncRNAs confers similar
functions to different lncRNAs [16-18].
Based on genomic localization, lncRNAs are
categorized into different groups; these include
enhancer-related, intergenic, intronic, and antisense lncRNAs. Gene enhancers can be bidirectionally transcribed to give rise to enhancer-related lncRNAs (eRNAs), which participate
in many programs of gene activation by targeting chromatin-remodeling complexes to specific promoters [19-21]. eRNAs marked by histone
3 lysine 4 monomethylation (H3K4me1) are 5’
capped but generally are not polyadenylated.
The genes of lincRNAs are located between two
protein-coding genes and at least 5 kilobases
away from protein-coding genes [22, 23]. They
are typically transcribed by RNA polymerase II,
capped, polyadenylated, and characterized by
well-defined transcriptional chromatin landmarks such as histone H3-lysine 4 (H3K4) and
H3-lysine 36 (H3K36) tri-methylation, H3-lysine
9 (H3K9) acetylation, and CpG DNA methylation. Intronic lncRNAs are transcribed from the
introns of protein-coding genes on either the
sense or anti-sense strands. Only a few long
intronic lncRNAs have been studied in detail to
date [24]. Natural antisense transcripts are a
subgroup of endogenous lncRNAs that are transcribed from the antisense strands of proteincoding genes and contain complementary
sequences to the mature mRNA sequences
[25]. As much as 70% of annotated transcription units have antisense transcripts [25-27].
The location of lncRNAs can be nuclear, cytoplasmic, or both. Nuclear lncRNAs exert their
functions through different mechanisms; these
include: 1) recruiting chromatin modification
complexes to specific genomic loci to influence
DNA methylation or histone modifications [9,
28]; 2) titrating transcription factors and other
proteins away from chromatin; and 3) functioning as transcriptional coactivators [29, 30].
Cytoplasmic lncRNAs can indirectly enhance
protein expression by sequestering microRNAs.
In particular, lncRNAs can regulate gene expression through base-pairing complementary
regions on target RNAs [31].
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The role of lncRNAs in regulating glucose homeostasis and diabetic complications
Long noncoding RNA - H19
The mouse and human H19 genes were discovered in 1984 [32] and 1990 [33], respectively.
The H19 gene is imprinted leading to transcription exclusively from the maternal allele [34,
35], and encodes a capped, spliced, and polyadenylated lncRNA [33, 35]. LncRNA H19 functions in both the cytoplasm and nucleus,
despite its predominant expression in the cytoplasm. Its mechanisms of action include the
following: 1) interacts with methyl-CpG-binding
domain protein 1 to inhibit gene transcription
by recruiting repressive histone marks [36]; 2)
serves as a host gene for miR-675 to allow for
rapid inhibition of cell proliferation in response
to cellular signals [37]; 3) targets polycomb
repressive complex 2 (PRC2) [38]; 4) acts
as a molecular sponge for miR-let-7 [39]; and
5) binds to S-adenosylhomocysteinehydrolase
and inhibits its functions, thus blocking DNA
methylation [40]. The role of H19 in regulating
body weight and glucose homeostasis is discussed in detail below.
The genes of H19 and insulin-like growth factor
2 (IGF2) are transcribed from a conserved
imprinted gene cluster [35] - with the IGF2 gene
located approximately 100 kilobases upstream
of H19. H19 is maternally expressed, while
IGF2 is paternally expressed. A maternal deletion of H19 disrupts the imprinting of IGF2, and
offspring with such a deletion are 27% heavier
than those inheriting a deletion from their
fathers [41]. Interestingly, fetal disruption of
H19 causes significantly higher glucose concentrations during the last trimester in pregnant mice. The study demonstrated that the
risk of gestational diabetes mellitus can be
influenced by gene variation in the fetal genome
[42]. In humans, gene variation in maternally
transmitted fetal H19 alleles (rs2071094) is
associated with birth weight and other markers
of size, but not with significant changes in
maternal glucose tolerance in the third trimester of pregnancy [43]. Birth weight is associated with the risk of many chronic diseases in
later life [44], but whether H19 participates in
the pathogenesis of diabetes and cardiovascular disease by regulating birth weight remains
unknown.
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H19 regulates glucose homeostasis by acting
as a molecular sponge for miR-let-7 [39]. H19 is
highly expressed in both human and mouse
skeletal muscle, and was shown to be reduced
about 5-fold in muscle of both human diabetic
subjects and insulin resistant mice [39]. Under
physiological conditions, H19 binds to miR-let-7
and prevents it from inhibiting the expression
of target genes including the genes of insulin
receptor (Insr) and lipoprotein lipase (lpl) [45].
In the setting of diabetes, reduction of H19
increases the bioavailability of miR-let-7, which
in turn inhibits the expression of Insr and lpl
[39]. Studies have shown that knockdown of
H19 reduces the expression of Insr and lpl in
C3H myotubes, and that co-transfection of
miR-let-7 inhibitors with H19 siRNA blocks the
effects of H19 knockdown on the expression of
miR-let-7 target genes. These findings suggest
that in diabetic muscles, miR-let-7 mediates
the decreased expression of Insr and lpl secondary to the reduction of H19. Functionally,
knockdown of H19 expression reduces glucose
uptake in C3H myotubes. Acute hyperinsulinemia promotes the biogenesis of miR-let-7,
mediating H19 destabilization and thus downregulating H19 expression. Therefore, H19 and
miR-let-7 form a double-negative feedback loop
that participates in the regulation of glucose
homeostasis in muscle cells [39].
The plasmacytoma variant translocation 1
gene
The plasmacytoma variant translocation 1
gene (PVT1) is a long non-coding RNA.
Variations of PVT1 are associated with endstage renal disease attributed to both type 1
diabetes (T1D) and T2D [46, 47]. Diabetic
nephropathy is characterized by the excessive
accumulation of extracellular matrix in the
glomeruli - with mesangial cells contributing
significantly to the production of extracellular
matrix proteins. PVT1 is expressed in different
types of cells in the kidney [47], and its expression is increased by glucose in mesangial cells.
Knockdown of PVT1 expression using small
interference RNAs is associated with decreases in fibronectin1, collagen type IV alpha 1,
transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGF-β1),
and plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1)
expression at both mRNA and protein levels.
Specifically, the reduction in TGF-β1 is less and
slower than that of the other three genes in
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response to PVT1 knockdown. These data indicate that PVT1’s contributions to extracellular
matrix deposition in the glomeruli are, at
least in part, independent of TGF-β1 [48].
Furthermore, studies have demonstrated that
PVT1 is a host gene of at least six miRNAs - with
miR-1207-5p being the major PVT1-derived
miRNA in renal cells. Both glucose and TGF-β1
induce miR-1207-5p expression. In addition,
miR-1207-5p overexpression increases the
expression of TGF-β1, PAI-1, and fibronectin1 in
mesangial cells. These results demonstrate
that both miR-1207-5p and its host gene are
involved in the complex pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy [49].
Maternally expressed gene 3
Maternally expressed gene 3 (Meg3) is an
imprinted gene that encodes a lncRNA also
known as gene trap locus 2. Meg3 expression
is decreased in type 1 and type 2 diabetic mice.
In Min6 cells and isolated mouse islets, Meg3
expression is also dynamically regulated.
Knockdown of Meg3 expression decreases
insulin synthesis and secretion by modulating
Pancreatic and duodenal homeobox 1 and
MafA expression in Min6 cells. Suppression of
Meg3 also increases beta cell apoptosis, suggesting a role for Meg3 in maintaining beta cell
mass. In addition, inactivation of Meg3 in normal mice has been shown to decrease insulin
synthesis and secretion, leading to glucose tolerance [50]. Meanwhile, Meg3 overexpression
increases FoxO1, G6pc, and Pepck expression
and hepatic glucose production and suppresses insulin-stimulated glycogen synthesis in primary hepatocytes. Regarding diabetes, Meg3
knockdown reverses the increase in triglycerides, impairment of glucose homeostasis, and
reduction in glycogen content in diabetic mice
[51]. Furthermore, the authors found that a
high-fat diet enhances expression of Meg3
through histone acetylation in hepatocytes.
In humans, GWAS revealed an association
between a SNP (rs941576) located in an intron
of Meg3 and T1D [52]. In particular, the SNP
(rs941576: A>G) with the strongest association
with T1D lies within intron 6 of MEG3 in the
well-established imprinted DLK1-MEG3 gene
region. The authors demonstrated that only
paternal transmission of SNP rs941576 alters
inherited risk of T1D, and that the variant may
influence one of the paternally expressed
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imprinted genes in its neighborhood (e.g. DLK1,
DIO3) [52].
Myocardial infarction-associated transcript
Myocardial infarction-associated transcript
(MIAT) expression was reduced in diabetic rats
and in human renal tubular epithelial cell lines
(HK-2) exposed to high glucose. MIAT interacts
with Nf-E2 related factor 2 and improves its
stability, which in turn increases cell viability.
This interaction is involved in diabetic nephropathy by regulating proximal convoluted tubule
cell viability [53]. LncRNA MIAT was also identified as a susceptible locus for myocardial
infarction [54]. MIAT expression is upregulated
in the retinas of diabetic rats and patients as
well as in endothelial cells cultured in high glucose medium [55]. MIAT knockdown decreases
the number of apoptotic cells, alleviates retinal
vessel impairment, and ameliorates retinal
function. Bioinformatics prediction and experimental results demonstrate that miR-150-5p
directly targets MIAT in endothelial cells. In
other words, lncRNA MIAT functions as a miR150-5p sponge in these cells. Consistent with
this line of thought, MIAT has been shown to
regulate the expression of VEGF - a target gene
of miR-150-5p. The interplay between MIAT,
miR-150-5p, and VEGF is a critical regulator of
endothelial cell function and has implications
in diabetes mellitus-induced microvascular
dysfunction.
Metastasis associated lung adenocarcinoma
transcript 1
LncRNAs are likely involved in the pathogenesis
of diabetic retinopathy. In particular, a genetic
variation (rs9362054) strongly associated with
diabetic retinopathy in Japanese patients
resides in an intron of RP1-90L14.1 - the gene
of lincRNA metastasis associated lung adenocarcinoma transcript 1 (MALAT1) [56]. Studies
have implicated MALAT1 in the pathogenesis of
diabetes-related microvascular diseases - specifically, diabetic retinopathy. The expression of
MALAT1 is significantly upregulated in the retinas of diabetic mice, high-glucose-treated retinal endothelial cells, and fibrovascular membranes of diabetic patients. MALAT1 knockdown decreases the number of apoptotic retinal cells, alleviates retinal inflammation, and
ameliorates retinal function in diabetic rats.
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Moreover, MALAT1 knockdown decreases the
viability of retinal endothelial cells in vitro,
reduces endothelial cell migration and tube formation, and prevents the hyperproliferation of
retinal endothelial cells through p38 MAPK signaling [57]. MALAT1 has also been shown to
affect other cell and tissue types. For example,
high-glucose-treated HUVECs and renal tissues
from diabetic animals have increased MALAT1
expression along with increased levels of serum
amyloid antigen 3 and inflammatory mediators
such as tumor necrosis factor alpha and interleukin 6. MALAT1 knockdown prevents these
changes in serum amyloid antigen 3 and inflammatory marker expression [58].
The steroid receptor RNA activator
The steroid receptor RNA activator (SRA) was
cloned and characterized in 1999 [59]. LncRNA
SRA exists in a ribonucleoprotein complex that
contains the Steroid receptor coactivator 1,
functions as a eukaryotic transcriptional coactivator for steroid hormone receptors, and interacts with either trithorax group or PRC2 to regulate gene expression [59, 60]. It has been found
to serve as a coactivator for numerous transcription factors including PPARγ and to promote adipocyte differentiation [61]. In mature
adipocytes, SRA increases insulin receptor
transcription and expression and leads to
increased insulin signaling, at least in part by
inhibiting phosphorylation of JNK and p38
MAPK [62]. SRA knockout mice have increased
resistance to high fat diet-induced obesity and
improved insulin sensitivities, as evidenced by
reduced fasting insulin levels and reduced
blood glucose levels in response to glucose
and insulin tolerance tests [63].
LncRNA E33
The impact of diabetes on genome-wide lncRNA
expression has been studied in macrophages.
Bioinformatics analyses of RNA-seq data identified 119 RefSeq lncRNAs and 52 novel
lncRNAs that are differentially expressed in
macrophages isolated from diabetic db/db and
control db/+ mice. Specifically, lncRNA E33
expression was significantly upregulated by
more than two-fold. In addition, expression of
MIR143HG - the human homolog of mouse E33
- has been shown to be increased in monocytes
from diabetic patients. Both mouse lncRNA
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E33 and human MIR143HG are host genes for
miRNAs miR-143 and miR-145. Overexpression
of E33 in RAW 264.7 macrophages upregulates
the expression of several proinflammatory and
proatherogenic genes under basal conditions
and enhances cellular responses to proinflammatory signals such as LPS. E33 overexpession also increases the uptake of Dil-Ac-LDL.
Meanwhile, E33 knockdown reduces the induction of inflammatory gene expression in macrophages by high glucose and palmitic acid
treatment. These findings suggest that lncRNA
E33 could serve as a novel therapeutic
target to attenuate deleterious inflammation
in diabetes.
Genetic variations of lncRNAs and diabetes
It has been reported that most SNPs associated with T2D lie in noncoding regions. Global
genomic and transcriptomic analysis of human
pancreatic islets reveals that genetic variants
can cause metabolic phenotypes by influencing
the expression of lncRNAs [64]. Of the 493
identified RefSeq lincRNAs, 54 are influenced
by SNPs or related to HbA1c levels. Notably, 17
lincRNAs are significantly associated with
HbA1c levels, of which two - LOC283177 and
SNHG5 - also regulate gene expression. This
study provides a comprehensive catalog of
novel genetic variants influencing gene expression, including that of lincRNAs, in human pancreatic islets and metabolic phenotypes to
facilitate diabetes research.
Liu et al. scanned the genome for inflammation-associated lincRNAs in search of potential
candidates to account for cardiometabolic
diseases characterized by dysregulation of
innate immunity [65]. They found substantial
tissue-specific changes in the expression of
blood and adipose tissue lincRNAs in human
subjects before and after low-dose lipopolysaccharide treatment. In particular, the expression
of two lincRNAs - DMRT2 and TP53I13 - was
reduced in adipose tissues of obese subjects.
The authors also investigated established
SNPs associated with inflammatory and cardiometabolic traits for their overlap with lipopolysaccharide-regulated lincRNAs. They identified
an overlap between lincRNA-CEP110-13 and
SNP rs10115586 that is associated with
N-glycosylation of immunoglobulin G as well as
one between lincRNA-VWF and SNP rs1558324
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that is associated with mean platelet volume.
Both lincRNAs are induced by lipopolysaccharide in adipose tissues. Whether these lincRNAs regulate glucose homeostasis and diabetes remains unknown.
Future challenges and opportunities
Next generation sequencing has revolutionized
genomic research and revealed the complexity
of both the human and mouse transcriptomes.
Many lncRNAs are expressed, and their expression patterns change in response to different
stimuli. Studies have identified a growing number of lncRNAs involved in the regulation of
human disease, but the functions of most
lncRNAs remain relatively uncharacterized.
Challenges going forward include the following:
1) LncRNA annotation: A wide breadth of information about lncRNA annotations is available
through databases including NONCODE,
GENCODE, lncRNAdb, and LNCipedia, but current annotations of lncRNAs are far from comprehensive [66]. It continues to be challenging
to accurately annotate a lncRNA; 2) Structurefunction relationship: It has been difficult to
elucidate the molecular and biological roles of
lncRNAs. In particular, it is challenging to predict lncRNA secondary and tertiary structures factors that likely influence their function; 3)
Conservation and function: Many lncRNAs are
species-specific. For example, there is low conservation and sequence homology between
lncRNAs found in mice and humans. This raises
the question of whether scientists should
attempt to identify lncRNAs that are highly conserved among different species or to only study
human-specific lncRNAs. In addition, the question of whether it is reasonable to investigate
the function of human-specific lncRNAs in mice
arises. Nevertheless, it may be less important
to assess for primary sequence conservation
when considering lncRNAs as opposed to
mRNAs. Scientists have proposed to assess
lncRNA conservation on the basis of synteny of
their gene loci and on the basis of their structure rather than on primary sequence homology [11, 67].
Using lncRNAs as potential therapeutic targets
creates additional challenges and opportunities. Inactivating the function of a diseasecausing lncRNA beyond an affected tissue or
organ can be problematic. The development of
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various technologies to facilitate tissue-specific delivery is important to address this problem.
It is equally important to identify and target
lncRNAs that display tissue- or cell-specific
expression.
Biomarkers are often measured and evaluated
to examine normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, and pharmacological responses to therapeutic interventions. Possible candidate biomarkers include non-coding RNAs such
as lncRNAs. Novel biomarkers are demanded,
for example: 1) to identify individuals who are at
risk of gestational insulin resistance and diabetes; and 2) to identify new lncRNA expression
patterns that may help predict which patients
with obesity will develop T2D. The combination
of RNA-Seq and genetic variation data (e.g.
GWAS results) has enabled the identification of
genetic loci correlated with gene expression
variation - also known as expression quantitative trait loci; these may contribute to variations
in phenotype and complex disease susceptibility across individuals [68].
Concluding remarks
The burden of diabetes is increasing worldwide. Diabetes can lead to serious medical
problems such as blindness, kidney malfunction, nerve damage, and vascular complications. Accumulating animal and human studies
highlight that lncRNAs regulate these diabetic
pathologies. It is important to improve our
understanding of how lncRNAs determine each
individual’s set-point to defend against diabetes. By regulating complex signaling nodes or
networks, rather than individual gene targets,
lncRNAs provide a therapeutic opportunity to
more broadly modify glucose metabolism. A
better understanding of lncRNAs and other
non-coding RNAs in the regulation of glucose
metabolism and diabetic complications by
cross-disciplinary teams of basic and clinical
investigators will enable the effective translation of new findings from bench to bedside in
the management of diabetes and cardiometabolic diseases.
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